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The outdoors beckons. You are captivated by its breathtaking sights,
fresh air, blue skies and endless possibilities. When you get out there
you can feel the pure intensity and excitement that comes from
following your passions but the allure of the outdoors is different for
everyone.
Outdoor Channel unlocks a rich collection of stories, personalities,
challenges and motivational forces that reflect the desire to get out
there and be a part of passionate communities of outdoor lifestyles
and events.
#WhatGetsYouOutThere?
Share your favourite outdoor images and stories with us on
www.facebook.com/OutdoorChannelAsia

been there,
done that
overseas education

Deciding to study overseas is a big decision. You’ve
got to consider the cost, the course, and most
importantly, the country. With so many good options
out there, there’s no hard and fast rules to making the
right decision. For Faizul, going with IDP was a clear
option – not only did his siblings all find success with
them, his overseas education was instrumental in
propelling his career from teaching to consulting.
Plus, he also met his wife during his studies overseas!

Why study overseas?

Where to study?

The big questions: Is it to study a subject you can’t
get in Singapore? Is it to become independent? Is it
to differentiate yourself from your peers? All are
very valid reasons, and form part of the
decision.

Anyone considering
studying overseas
has some big
questions to ask
themselves. To help get
you started, here’s a
perspective from one
recent graduate who
chose Australia.

Why did you choose to
go overseas to study?
I found that universities overseas
generally offered a better range of
facilities. Proximity was a key factor
in choosing Australia; it’s closer to
Singapore compared to the US or UK.
There wasn’t much time difference,
and the exchange rate (at the time)
was good, making Australia the best
choice for me.

The “where” will be influenced by price, proximity,
and ease of transitioning in (ie. English-speaking
country?). Next are questions like being close to
home, or even the weather – which is probably
why many students pick Australia.

Mohamed Faizul Wahid
Director - High Performance Training
Bachelor of Science (Sports Science)
2006 Alumni, Edith Cowan University
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studying overseas
was the best
decision i’ve made

Were there career
opportunities that
studying overseas have
provided you with?

Are there any differences
between studying in
Australia and the UK?
My elder brother studied in London while I
studied in Australia, and from what I can
tell, there is no big difference. However, I
could feel that after coming back from
overseas, we are better able to adapt to
changes, as we are more mature in terms of
independence, decision-making, and our
mentality towards a broad range of issues.

Because of the university’s wide range
of industry partners, I secured an
internship in Australia during the
course of my studies. When I was on
holiday in Singapore, I also scored an
internship with the Singapore Sports
Council because of the degree
recognition. This helped me gain
relevant experience which helped me
get a headstart over my peers. I even
secured a job before my exams ended.
My career flourished immediately – I
spent 6 years in the public sector
before starting up my own successful
sports consultancy business.

INTERNSHIP

JOB

How did your
education and overall
experience overseas
change your life?
Initially, I didn’t expect any major
impact. But while I was there,
I became more independent – I
managed my own finances, and
developed a broader
perspective of the
world because I
participated in social
networking activities.
Networking is the
key when you are
overseas – I learned
a lot about other
nationalities,
cultures, experiences
and more.

Why did you go through
IDP Singapore?
All my siblings went through IDP Singapore
because it is well-known as a one-stop hub for
helping students like us secure higher education
at institutions overseas.

went
through

Elder sister:
1997

Me: 2004

Younger brother:
2012

Before I used IDP, I came with my sister for her
appointment and I was impressed with the
counsellors, as they were very up-to-date with
the universities, courses and entry requirements.
They were honest with their appraisals and did
not give her any false hope. I was very impressed
with their confidence and knowledge so I knew
that IDP Singapore was the right choice for me.
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stress relief
seen a real arcade game. So to
If you were born in the late 90s you’ve probably not
getting into (including those
help you relive the nostalgia that all the older kids are
game box for you to place at
who are just old souls), here’s a little cutout arcade
old skool you really are.
your desk to show your peers just how down with the
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classic
arcade
game
Instructions:

1. Simply cut out the template, including the flaps. Carefully.
2. Get some glue, and glue all the flaps as you fold them down to the
edges. At your age, you shouldn’t need folding instructions – just
refer to the finished product.
3. For best results, photocopy the template onto a cardboard.
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7 REASONS

TO CHOOSE LA TROBE

UNIVERSITY AT PSB ACADEMY

TOP 10 AUSTRALIAN
UNIVERSITY UNDER
50 YEARS OLD

TOP 48TH
UNIVERSITY
UNDER 50 YEARS OLD

(QS Top 50 under 50 2016–2017)

(QS Top 50 under 50 2016–2017)

RANKED #8 UNIVERSITY
IN AUSTRALIA FOR
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
(Times Higher Education World University
Rankings 2016–2017)

INTERNATIONALLY-RECOGNISED
FOR RESEARCH, WITH 19 FIELDS
OF RESEARCH RATED WELL
ABOVE WORLD STANDARD

WORLD CLASS RESEARCH
FACILITIES - MULTI-MILLION
DOLLAR AGRIBIOSCIENCE CENTRE
AND LA TROBE INSTITUTE OF
MOLECULAR SCIENCE (LIMS)

(Excellence in Research for Australia, 2015)

RECOGNISED PATHWAY TO
MEDICAL SCHOOL UPON
COMPLETION OF BACHELOR
OF BIOMEDICAL SCIENCE*

PSB ACADEMY WAS CONFERRED
EDUCATION INSTITUTION
OF THE YEAR 2017

(*Complete MCAT/GAMSAT)

(APAC Insider, Singapore Business Awards 2017)

PROGRAMMES

PROGRAMMES FEES

Bachelor of Biomedical Science
Bachelor of Science (Molecular Biology)
Bachelor of Science (Pharmaceutical Sciences)

12 – 24 Months (Full-Time)
24 – 48 Months (Part-Time)
$22,470.00 – $44,940.00

PSB Academy Open House 2018
Date: 20 January 2018
Time: 11am – 6pm
Venue: PSB Academy City Campus
6 Raffles Boulevard,
#03-200 Marina Square
Singapore 039594

LEARN
MORE

• All diploma and degree programmes, including Sports Sciences
• Campus tours
• On the spot assessment and application available
• PLUS sneak peek of PSB Academy's newest campus

For more details, speak with our programme consultants at 6390 9000,
or email us at PSBSLPS@psb-academy.edu.sg

Delta Campus

City Campus

355 Jalan Bukit Ho Swee,
Singapore 169567

6 Raffles Boulevard, #03-200 Marina Square,
Singapore 039594

psb-academy.edu.sg/slps

